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Crime Tracking 
Attenti’s Crime Scene Correlation Software, known as Crime Tracking, automatically compares 
crime scene data with tracked participants’ locations. The system is flexible and customizable. 
Law enforcement can configure the reporting parameters in order to reduce or increase the 
volume of data they receive; for example, by selecting a smaller or larger radius to search 
each offense type or maximum speed captured in a zone. 

Specifications 
Crime Tracking is fully accessible from any web-enabled computer, tablet, or device. The only 
software required is an Internet browser, such as Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, or Firefox. 
No software or add-ons are required, and the software is tested against the browser versions 
currently supported. Crime Tracking is upgraded regularly as enhancements are released. 

 Automated Correlation – compares crime scene data to tracked participants' locations
 Unlimited Zoning – create exclusion zones around points of interest
 Query Capability – allows you to search for GPS points of tracked participants
 Customizable Settings – customize settings to fit your agency’s unique needs
 Automatic Reporting – reports emailed daily to authorized users
 Crime Summary Report – identifies offenders, tracked by Attenti, in the vicinity of a 

crime displaying time, speed, proximity, and more
 Map Layers – maps each state’s registered sex offenders



If there was a tracked offender 
near the crime, you’ll know.

The simplest tool for identifying or ruling out suspects, Attenti's 
Crime Tracking software automatically compares crime data 
with tracked offenders’ locations.

Crime Scene Correlation 



Key Features 
Automated Crime Scene Correlation

Agencies can electronically transmit their daily reported crimes 
and our powerful system will correlate the crime times and 
locations with the tracked offender points in our system.

Automated Reporting   

Attenti automatically processes and generates Crime 
Summary Reports. Automated reports are sent electronically 
and include crime type, address, time, and the tracked 
offenders who were in the vicinity.

Query Capability

Crime Tracking also provides officers the ability to query for the 
location points of tracked offenders. Query options include by 
address, by coordinates, or by defining an area directly on the map.

Automated Zone Correlation

Officers can create an unlimited number of zones around schools, 
drug areas, etc. A zone report is emailed daily with the correlating 
hits sorted by zone name. The report displays the tracked 
offenders who were in the vicinity of the zone.

Configurable Settings 

To fit your agency’s unique needs, the system allows you to 
customize your administrative settings by crime type.

Enabling communities to 
become safer and more 
secure.

Since 1994, Attenti has been 
trusted by government 
agencies and service 
providers worldwide 
by providing advanced 
technology, exceptional 
support, and industry 
expertise. Our field-proven 
solutions improve the 
security of communities by 
enhancing public safety, 
protecting agency budgets, 
and helping people rebuild 
their lives.
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